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Break!
A 5 year old girl started learning to ride a bicycle. Her dad taught the necessary tips to ride a
bicycle. One day the girl rode the bicycle into bushes without even trying to control it.
Dad : What happened baby? I told you how to handle when the situation is going out of control.
Girl : Yes dad! You did tell me. That is what I am trying to recollect.
Dad : It is simple. When you peddle in reverse direction, bicycle brakes.
Girl : Now I remembered. If I peddle in reverse direction, bicycle breaks – Which I do not want
to happen.
Dad : ??? 

Not a problem!
In an apartment complex, the top floor tenant was making lots of noise while partying. The
ground floor tenant got angry and hit the ceiling with a wooden stick, but not of any use.
Next day Ground floor Tenant : Didn’t you hear the sound yesterday when I hit the ceiling?
Second floor Tenant: No sir! I didn’t. We ourselves are having party and making lots of noise,
so it is not a problem!
Ground floor Tenant : ?!@#$

Large Kitchen Matches!
Boy
: Sir! Can I have a match sticks box?
Shop-keeper: Do you want normal ones? Or Large ‘Kitchen matches’?
Boy
: Sir! Ours is not a large kitchen. So I do not want ‘Large Kitchen’ matches.
Please give me the normal ones.
Shop-keeper: What?  ?

Hari: Om!
A new seeker joined a satsang and actively participated in the program. They worshipped the
deity, chanted the names of the god, shared stories about the glory of the god, sang some
Bhajans and they were about to conclude
Devotees
: Hari: Om.
New seeker rushed quickly to dining area to pick up some food.
New seeker : Sir, Can I grab Prasadam before leaving?
Devotee
: Yes! Ofcourse. Are you in a hurry?
New seeker : No, Sir. But a minute ago you all said ‘Hurry home!’
Devotees
: 

Miser!
A miser stepped in a lake and was drowning. One of his friends saw him and tried to help.
Miser : Help! Help!
Swami : Give me your hand.
Miser : (Hesitating to give hand) …
Swami : (Who knows the miser very well) Take my hand.
Miser : (Immediately extends his hand to take Swami’s hand) pull me out.
Swami :    
Let us see some more jokes in next issue. Till then, Good Bye!

